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1. Introduction. Steiner's famous formulae on parallel curves and 
surfaces have attracted considerable interest recently, several mathe
maticians having developed various extensions of these theorems 
[3, 4, 6J.1 As stated by Steiner [5] these formulae have the following 
form: 

THEOREM 1. Let C be a convex curve in the plane of length L and area 
F, and let Cp be the curve parallel to C at a distance p from it {measured 
outward) with length Lp and area Fp\ then 

Lp= L + 2TP, FP=F + pL + irp\ 

THEOREM 2. Let 2 be a convex surface in ordinary space of surface 
area S, enclosed volume V, and integrated mean curvature M\ and let 
2P be the surface parallel to Hi at a distance p from it {measured outward) 
with surface Sp and volume Vp\ then: 

Sp « 5 + 2Mp + 4TTP
2, VP = V + Sp + Mp2 + 4rpV3. 

We shall prove the following generalization of these results: 

THEOREM 3. Let Sn+1 be a Riemann space of constant curvature, Ky 

differentiate of class Cz and complete in the sense of Hopf and Rinow. 
Let Vn be a hypersurface of 5W+1 which is closed and bounding in Sn+l 

and of class C8, and whose principal curvatures with respect to an out
ward normal are all negative. The area of Vn will be called A and its 
volume Vol. Its various mean curvatures {to be defined in §3) will be 
called Mi{i = 0, • • • , n). Let Vp be a surface parallel to Vn at a distance 
measured along outward drawn geodesies where: 

for K > 0:0 g p g r/2Kli2; and for K < 0:p à 0. 

Further let the area and volume of V? be respectively Ap and Vol,. 
Then for K>0: 

Ap « è M<(*~1/f sin [pX1"])—«(cos [P#1 / 2])*, 

Volp = Vol + f ) Mi ÇP {K-w sin [«•irl/1])«-«(cos [x*Kl**]ydx*; 
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